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Who Will Rule Dorms?
Commentary by David Letvin
Another in a long history of attempt at developing effective
student power at Oakland is now in process. However, there
are a few stray signs that this effort will meet with somewhat
less resistance and quite a bit more success than past ventures.
The primary advantage that the current movement has over
most actions past is that it has successfully rallied a large
faction of students behind an issue which directly involves
the everyday lives of many. That issue is "home rule"
in the dormitories, or, more specifically, a liberalization
of open house policies.
The issue of dorm policies seems to pop up periodically-just about every year. It is one that has a fairly unanimous
consensus backing it, and falls well within the traditional
boundries of areas of developing student power. Indeed, there
are few aspects of student life that should so clearly be the
exclusive concern of the students and few if any aspects find
so thorough a resentment of administrative rule-making
by students.
The move to secure student power over non-academic aspects
of university life is being spearheaded this year by Dan Pfeiffer,
a member of the Commission on Student Life. Pfeiffer has
made a firm committment to secure his ends by whatever
systematic means are functional, and to work with these
means until they become non-functional.
Pfeiffer has proposed to the Chancellor and the Commission
the (1) elimination of the Commission, and, (2) its replacement by a student-faculty-administration board which would
have effective control over all non-academic matters regarding
regulations, etc. This board, controlled by students, would
be empowered to, for example, allow each dormitory to
establish its own social rules without regard for any externally imposed guidelines other than state, local, and
federal law. This plan has been unanimously endorsed by
the Vandenberg house council. The administration, however,
would rather make the Commission on Student Life, no' an
advisory board to the Chancellor, into a sub-committee of the

University Senate, where many students feel its activities
would be lost, confused, and eventually tabled. Faculty support
for these alternatives seems to be dividing somewhat equally.
The strength of the student backing of Pfeiffer's proposal
along with the recent developments at the University of
Michigan (coupled with mildly encouraging hints from Chancellor Varner) make up the strength of the current movement.
A petition was circulated several weeks ago, as reported
in last week's "Observer" , and, without the benefit of any
advertising or systematic organization, was able to find
affixed to its bottom the signatures ofsome 75% of the resident
students. The wording of the petition was harsh: "We the
resident students of Oakland University demand home rule
for our dormitories. We demand the exclusive rights to control and regulate our social lives." But surely this is a refliection of just how fed up some students are with being told
that they are adults--in most respects. This is the mandate
that Pfeiffer carries to meetings--and the administration here
is smart enough, it is felt, to know how not to have another
Columbia.
THE U. OF M. EXPERIMENT
Last year, the University of Michigan (according to Director of Dormitory Housing Feldcam) instituted, on an experimental basis, a home-rule policy in its undergraduate
dormitories, which has been, by all reports, remarkably
successful. In an interview with the Observer, Feldcamp
pointed out that there has been no more abuse of this policy
than of any other type of open policy and that "It has transferred the determination of policy to the ones most vitally
affected, namely the students."
Observing that such a policy would never have been instituted but for involved students, he added, "I wish that we
had gone to it sooner." In Ann Arbor, each dorm, or in some
cases, each floor sets its own policy. Reactions from state
legislators were mild, and Feldcamp noted that there has
been no real hassle with them. The policy is in effect again
this year.
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Last spring, when approached
on this subject, Ch a nc e 110 r
Varner suggested that he would
have no serious objects to such
a policy if the U. of M. experiments worked out. Now
it remains to be seen whether
that will indeed be the case
or not.
TRADITIONAL
ARGUMENTS
Several arguments have been
stated against a more liberal
dormitory policy, let alone against democratic self - rule.
Anyone who is acquainted with
Aristotle or totalitarian government can tell you about the
weakness of democracy, so we
will only consider the arguments against the specific dormitory issue.
The basic arguments traditionally given for the maintenance of the status quo are:
(1) the need for privacy by
students; (2)security problems;
(3) the university has no responsibility to aid in the provision of social activities for
its residents (this is Varner's
favorite); (5) the university
must act in loco parintis for its
students because they are mere
children who should be kept
under lock and key at all times.
None of these can hold much
water under even the lightest of
scrutiny. (1) residents can leave
their doors open or shut at
their pleasure, and have the option of inviting or not inviting
visitors to their rooms as they
see fit. (2) experience with the
elimination of upper-class women's hours and the hyperactivity of the Public Safety
Department suggests a lack of
real security problems from
students or outsiders. (3) If,
as Varner says, the university
has no place in providing social
activities for its students, then
surely it can have no legitimate place in limiting or restricing them either. (4) The
University of Michigan experience has suggested that public
reaction, both parental and otherwise, will not be so violant
and engulfing as the Chancellor
fears. (5) In loco parentis parentis went out with the bicycle: a
parent would not send his child
away from home for school if he
did not have a great deal of
confidence in his offspring's
ability to make most of his own
decisions.
The Chancellor has stated
on several occasions that the
dormitory rooms are to be considered for all practical purposes as hotel rooms. Privacy
will be maintained but for the
case of imminent danger to the
community at large. However,
he also feels that the university should regulate the morality and social lives of its residents, especially in the dorms.
This is (1) internally inconsistent, (2) provincial, and, (3)
highly authoritarian.
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Students Allocate Activities Money
BY INGO DUTZMANN
The Student Activities Board
(SAB) is beginning its second
year of activity this semester
and is again concerned with
providing activities which it
feels will provide ths most benefit to the gretest number of
students. With that thought in
mind, the six-member University Activities Planning Committee, as a member of the
SAB, submitted a budget request
to the Allocations Committee
(also a member of the SAB'
for $7,124.96 and asked for an
additional $1800 to be held by
the Allocations Committeeman
unreleased fund.
The request was made Friday
September 20 and included money for such activites as theSunday Night Film Series (Iperess
File, The Love One etc.), the
Wednesday Night Concert Series (Ali Akbar Kahn, Anthony
Di'Bonaventura and possibly
Raphael Oresco), transportation to DAFS movies at the Hills
Rochester Theatre, the University Handbook and Calendar
(which have been printed and
distributed) and for activities
in connection with Indian Sumflier Days, Wilson's Weekend,
and Haloween Party, the Holiday Ball and a Christmas decorating party.
The unrealsed fun of $1800 to
supplement the above activities
would be distributed by the
Allocations Committee upon
specific request by the UAPC
'for a part of a money for their
various types of campus activities.
The decision of the Allocations Committee was to grant
the full request to the amount of
$7125.00( in a mood of generosity the Committee added four
cents), and also to set up the
unreleased fund of $1800 as
asked. The total allocation came
to $8925.00; this figure represents about 47% of the projection $19,000 the Allocations
Committee will receive from
this semesters' Student Activities Fee. (The amount of the
Student Activities Fee is determined by multiplying the
number of full-time students,
ten credits or more, by $5.00.
The $5 is paid at registratior
and is put into an accoungwhich
is handled by the five-member
Allocations Committee.)
With the passing of summer
and the resumption of regular
schedules for the fourteenmember SAB, it was discovered
that one of the elected members of the Allocations Committee had transferred to another university and was consequently unable to fullfill his
obligation to students at Oakland. The five-member Execytive Board of SAB had the
responsibility of determiniing
who the successor to that position should be.
All people interested in the
position had the option of ap-

pearing before the board tc
undergo questioning concerning
qualifications, aims and willingness to work for the SAB. After five hours of careful discussion and weighing all of the
facts, the Board decided that
Pamela Harrison, a sophmore,
would best fill the vacancy.
As a new member of Allocations, Pam has taken on the responsibility of recording secretary and will hold her position
until the 1969 Fall Semester, at
which time, if re-elected in the
March 1969 elections, she will
continue with Allocations for
another year.

SPEAKER CLARIFIES BLACK HISTORY

BY CLARENCE TYSON
Sterling Stuckey, a former
Chicago High School teacher
now completing his Ph.D. dissertation in Black History at
Northwestern University, made
an appearance at Oakland University Wednesday to speak
about Afro-American historical studies.
Mr. Stuckey in his delivery particularlly noted the stupity of
American historians when dealing with the black man. His
message explored accomplishment of the black race which
until recently, were omitted
from the pages of history. In the
United States, the fault lies
mainly with the intellectuals,
Mr. Stuckey said. They hold the

Varner Ignores Student Demands
0.S.S.C.R. Plans General Election
0.S.C.

C.R., in response to the lack of respon
se by Mr.
Varner concerning its Student Ultima
tum on the Marz
Committee on Public Safety, has decide
d that "the Democratic process cannot be , nor should
it be stopped because of the actions of one man."
It has been decided
that the University Community will
go ahead with its own
general elections to be held the week of
October 5.
According to the Ultimatum, the electe
d Public Safety
Review Board is to consist of 10 membe
rs, nine of whom
shall be elected by the University
Community. Of these
nine elected members five are to
be students and the
other four are to be made up of facult
y, staff, and administration. Mr. Tom Strong, curren
t head of the Department of Public Safety, will be
called upon to chair
the meetings.
0.S.C.C.R. is asking for all Nose
students, faculty,
staff and administrative people who are
interested in running for positions on this board to submi
t their names and
a short statement on why they have
decided to run (although this latter is not mandatory),
to the Observer Office, ext. 2195, by Wednesday morning
at the latest.
In next week's issue will be publis
hed the names of
those students running and the exact
election procedures.
A plea is being made by 0.S.C.C.R. to all membe
rs of the
University Community to unite in this electi
on.

Priest Tells About Chicago
In a panel discussion Tueslian of the Michigan Delegation of the Democratic Convention, stated that Americans
may be opting for a police
state. He maintained that while

FATHER MYERS
some action was certainly necessary to maintain control, thei
response of the Chicago police was a policy of over-kill.

Cleaning Services Cutback
BY JOE DAVIDSON
The cutback in Oakland's budget has
resulted in a cutback in cleaning services. Hallwa
ys and classrooms are
now being cleaned three times a
week instead of the regular nightly cleaning as in more
beautiful days: faculty
offices will be cleaned only once a week.
The Physical Plant budget is apport
ioned month by month.
If the physical plant uses less money
than expected for a
month, cleaning services can be
returned to normal, according to H.N. Stoutenburn, Assist
ant to the Chancellor for
Planning. He stressed that servic
es will be returned to
normal as soon as possible. He also
pointed out that no one
will be laid off, but when a position
is left vacant by someone
leaving, it will not be filled.
Things could be worse -- if Dodge
Hall and the Health
Center were completed, cleaning
services would be spread
even thinner.

And, he added, when the police
cease to be merly enforcers of
the law and start making their
own laws that is the essence
of the police state.
Fr. Myers, a Detroit priest,
believes that the Vietnam war
is largly responsible for the
violence in our country today.
It is impossible, he says, to
have the longest war in our
history overseas and escape repercussions at home.
Some of this violence is mainfested in the fact that 97% of
the letters Mayor Daley receives are favorable to his
actions. Fr. Myers, speaking
of his own arrest condemned
the police for their improper
handling of the situation; ignoring the rights of those arrested, and in many more cases,
using brute force instead of
their arrest powers.
Roger Marz, of the Political
Science Department, speaking
of civil disobedience and police
procedures stated that the actions of police were "wholly
unacceptable by police standards." He said that one blow
with a billy club is enough to
subdue anyone. The use of extreme force by Chicago police is a common tactic according to Marz and is probably
supported by most of the people.
Fr. Meyers made two humorous references to "new" TV
programs; "Mace the Nation"
and "Beat the Press", but he
was quite serious in his concern over the wholesale violence against newsmen, bystanders, and young demonstrators. He believes that if
Americans continue to support
police state tactics as in Chicago, the fragile structure of
democracy may be doomed.

false believe that Afro-Americans are disinterested in Africa.
Black Americans have alWays
felt a deep sence of kindren to
Africa, Mr. Stuckey declared.
The current wave of African
clothing and jewelry which has
inundated American markets
may have given Afro-americans
a new sense of pride in their
place of origin, but it did not
originate these feelings. This
is a fact which American historians have constantly igored.
As far as most people know,the
Black Power movement did not
exist ten years ago. One might
believe that it got its start after
Stokely Carmichael supposedly
coined the term and "rolling"
left it written all over the walls
of burnt-out building. Few people realize, however, that the
Black Power movement was
fostered by the Black Separatist movement whichbeganover
one hundred years ago.
Mr. Stuckey related that it is
the American historians who
have caused these misinterpretations of black institutions. By
consciously avoiding any written articles on black history
they are responsible for the
ignorance black, and especially
white, Americans have exibited toward Afro - American
history.
Solutions to the problem,according to Mr. Stuckey, must
be established on two fronts.
First, college historians should
"confront the folklife of Black
people on an equal basis with
all other races." Instead of
concentrating upon the history
of black entertainers and the
folksongs of their eras, professors should incorporate
black writings into their courses.

THE

educators who want to learn
educators who want to teach
black history. Mr. Stuckey finds
that
any teacher, whether
black or white, who does not
come to terms with his own
prejudices will never be able to
deal with the subject of black
history properly." Until this
fact is realized, the black history courses now being taught

STERLING STUCKEY
will have small impact uponthe
minds of students.
The problem has been stated
many times by many prominent
people. Now someone has offered what appears to be solid
solutions to end misrepresentation in black history. Maybe
they finally will be taken
seriously by the educators of
this country and put into use in
every college of the United
States.
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Ilaiversity Senate, Arf/Sciece Assemby Act As OU Government
By David Carr
The two primary legislative
bodies of Oakland University
are the UNIVERSITY SENATE
and the ASSEMBLY OF THE
COLLEGE
OF ARTS AND
SCIENCES. Both are similar
In structure but different in
areas of influence and concern,
and composition.
The UNIVERSITY SENATE is
composed of 33 elected faculty
members; 2 elected Administrative and professional staff;
3 elected students; 3 Chancellor - appointed members;
plus the Provost,the University
Librarian and the four deans of
the University's schools and
colleges. The ASSEMBLY is
composed of the whole faculty
of the College of Arts and
Sciences plus 15 elected students.
The constitutional powers of
both sound broad on paper, but
can be limited in practice. The
Senate has the right to be informed and act on all matters
of importance to the University
but can in fact be ignored by the
Chancellor or the Board of
Trustees. In 1967,for example,
the Academic Senate (the University Senate's professors)

formally was against an intercollegiate basketball team. The
Chancellor chose to create one
anyway.
The
actual power of the
SENATE lies mainly in the
formulating of broad academic
policies where its word is highly
respected and its powers are
more explicitly stated in the
university Constitution.
The ASSEMBLY is the body
chartered by the SENATE to
legislate on affairs concerning
the College of Arts and Sciences. However, it also has
constitutional powers to speak
on issues concerning the general welfare of the University.
Also being the college responsible for 85% of the University's
curriculum, its power or prestige is larger than supposed at
first glance. Being a new body,
Its power to effect change in
non-academic areas canonly be
presumed similar to the SENATE. Its main power is in
creating and changing courses
and
curriculums within the
the SENATE'S broad guidelines.
Military Recruiters
The most controversial and
important business both bodies
are likely to deal with this
year is the issue of allowing
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military and certain militaryrelated industries to recruit on
campus. Last year the debate
over this in both bodies was
both spirited and long--but no
final decisions could be
reached.
If these bodies do
ultimately act on this issue,
the treatment of their action
by the Chancellor and the Board
of Trustees could be crucial to
determining the power structure of Oakland University.

Student
power on the
ASSEMBLY can only be guessed
at. Students will sit on this
one year old body for the first
time this fall. They make up a
larger percentage of the total
body
than
do the student
Senators; if 3 vacancies are
filled they will have 10% of the
ASSEMBLY votes. This figure
could occasionally be crucial.
Standing Committees
A great deal of power resides in the two bodies' standing committees.
The most
powerful committees are the
Steering Committee of the
Senate and the Executive
Committee of the Assembly.
They set agendas,call meetings
and present the membership
slate for all standing committees, create ad hoc committees, call all reports and
recommendations in and out of
committee, receive and transmit communications between
the two bodies as a whole.

Student Power
Student Power on these bodies
can be more than appearance
suggests. The Senate is much
like any political body: much of
the maneuvering occurs outside
outside the formal sessions and
Informal power structures are
often hard to perceive. Cindy
Attwood, who is serving her
second term as a student Senator, asserts that her opinions
as a student representative are
often sought out both formally
and informally and are presumably
weighed seriously.
However, most issues are handled in a low key manner and the
vote is usually lopsided. Cindy
states the students usually vote
with the majority.

Committees can also act in
extra-legal ways. Though no
formal policies have come out
of the Senate's Student Publications Committee as of yet,
this committee operated as an
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overseer of the University publications last year.
Student Senators are excluded
from only two committees, the
Academic Standing and Honors
Committee and the Faculty Affairs Committee.
Last year
each student Senator served on
one committee. No student was
on the Steering Committee.
Student representation on
committees need not be limited
to Senators. Two students sit
on the Athletics Committee and
two sit on the Publications Committee. Also ad hoc committees
may include additional students.
The College of Arts and Sciences
present
consitution
limits
standing
committee
membership to faculty members. However, George
Matthews, Dean of the College,
believes students should and
will be made members of all
committees, including the Executive Committee. The sole
exception is the Committee on
Appointment and Promotions.
It is possible some student representatives might not argue for
this exception.
* * * * * * * * *
The ASSEMBLY held its first
meeting of the school year Sept.
16.
The Chancellor gave a
“candid" and off the record
assessment of the budget crisis
and certain political options and
strategies available to Oakland.
Also an ad hoc committee was
established to recommend ways
to better integrate
student
members into the workings of
the College.
The committee
will have 5 student members,
only 3 of which must be Assembly members, and 2 faculty
members.
is * * * * * * * *
The SENATE met for the
first time on Thursday, Sept.
19. Procedural matters were
primarily discussed. It was
agreed that meetings will be
open to all interested members
of the University Community.
The next SENATE meeting will
be on October 3.

Oakland Review
Need Writers
The Oakland Review, which
made its first appearance at the
end of the Winter term, 1968,
provides an opportunity for students,
particularly
undergraduates, to publish work of a
scholarly or critical nature.
Copies of the Review are currently on display in the library
for the benefit of those who may
not have seen it. The editors
urge all students to submit
for consideration any papers
which seem to them of exceptional quality.
Manuscripts should be typewritten,
double - spaced, on
numbered pages, with a title
and author's name on a separate
page. Manuscripts should follow the style currently employed by a national journal
in the author's field. They
should normally be under 5,000
words in length, although exceptions to this rule may in
some cases be made.
Although no deadline has as
yet been set, manuscripts
should be submitted by the end
of the Fall term to be assured
of consideration. They may be
sent to any one of the editors
listed below:
Gertrude M. White, Professor of English, Editor
W. Patrick Strauss, Associate
Professor of History,
Associate Editor
Robert M. Williamson, Professor of Physics, Associate
Editor
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News Shorts
The U. S. Justice Department has released results of a
study conducted for it by the University of Michigan which
states that twenty-seven per cent of all policemen "Were
either observed in misconduct situations or admitted to
observers that they were engaged in misconduct." Twothirds of this group were seen "in some form of conduct
that could be classified as a felony or misdemeanor," while
the rest admitted such naughty acts.
These acts included shakedowns (mostly of traffic offenders), perjury, (both in aid of and against defendants), thefts
from burglarized businesses, and pay-offs to ignore law violations and illegal establishments. The report specifically
excluded free meals, drinks and other minor favors, which
were said to be extremely common.
The study also noted that most police carry an extra
gun or knife to use as "evidence" of resistance of attack
in situations where someone is killed or injured.
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SAIGON, VIETNAM (LNS) -- Have you noticed the recent
Army announcement of its "massive retaliation" on -elephants? That's right. The army claims that the elephants
are being used by the Viet Cong to carry supplies. The
latest body count show that rocket-firing helicopters killed
four elephants outside Camp Eagle near Dang Hoi.
Napalming whirlybirds were also used recently against
marijuana plants in New Jersey.
ME XICO .CITY, MEXICO (LNS) -- One hundred thousand
young people filled the streets of Mexico City in a somber,
quiet march down the Plaza de la Reforma, protesting the
recent police brutality and government repression in Mexico.
The march was the first non-violent demonstration in the
past two months. The students, for the most part quiet,
shouted no slogans and didn't ridicule the Oplympic Games
as they had done repeatedly recently. Most of them wore
black suits and arm bands in a funeral-like procession.
They were joined by housewives and workers and other
supporters from Mexico City's largely unseen mestizo underclass. One sign caught the tone of the quiet march: "He
who sows terror reaps revolution."
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BOGOTA, COLUMBIA (LNS) -- Students at the University
of Caile occupied University buildings today and demanded
that all Americans including all Peace Corps members
leave the University. The students accused the Peace Corps
A Peace Corps
of spying for the American Government.
spokesman said that the charge was not true and that the
Peace Corpsmen planned to stay "no matter what happened."
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Maddox, in anLester
(LNS)--Gov.
GEORGIA.
ATLANTA,
nouncing his plans to actively support the candidacy of
former Alabama Gov. George Wallace for president, suggested that Wallace choose Chicago Mayor Richard J. Daley
as his running mate.
In praising Daley, Maddox cited his fine handling of the
demonstrations in Chicago at the time of the Democratic
Convention.

WASHINGTON (CPS)--A suburban judge here has found two
short-haired teen-agers guilty of is. eilting two long-haired
youths. The punishment: The convicted pair must spend the
weekend carrying picket signs saying "I will respect the rights
of others. Otherwise I will go to jail."
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NEW YORK, LNS)--Pvt. Michael Lociolento of the U. S.
Army has taken refuge in the Washington Square Methodist
church, upon being ordered to Vietnam. Locilento announced
he could not obey those orders and would remain in the church
until the Army dragged him out or mithdrew the orders, because "I have done enough disservice to God by being in the
Army." The church has offered to keep him in sanctuary as
long as necessary and possible.
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FORT HOOD, TEXAS (L-NS)--At Fort Hood more than 160
Black soldiers refused orders to take part in riot control
operations in Chicago. A sitdown demonstration was held
Friday night. The rebellion was the largest in recent U.S.
military history.
More than 40 demonstrators were imprisioned in the stockade and were clubbed by stockade
guards.
\
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NEW YORK, NEW YORK (LNS)
LBJ and his successor
will be cruising the streets in a very special limousine.
The six-ton car (tank?) costs half a million dollars. It has
a bubble-top bullet-proof type canopy which is thicker than
the glass canopies used in Air Force fighter planes. It is
covered with two tons of armor, designed to protect the
elected leader from either military or civilian attack. Special rubber-lined steel tires inside the regular heavy tires
would permit the car-tank to maintain top speeds even if
the four outer tires became flat. The interior has a complete communications control setup , with three television
sets, a radio-telephone for emergency defense, and a public
address system (maybe for any people allowed to get within
hearing distance.)
The car-tank was secretly built over the past fifteen
months, under stringent protection by the Secret Service and
the Defence department. Ford Motor Company, which built
the car, has agreed to pay the half-million and to rent the
car to the USA for $100 a month.

Education?

;Eittit

WASHINGTON (CPS)--A HouseSenate conference committee
will offer Congress a higher
education bill that would allow
schools individually to decide
whether federal financial aid
should be denied students who
participate in disruptive campus demonstrations.
The compromise "anti-riot"
provision leaves up to the institution the determination of
whether a student's crime or
refusal to obey a university rule
is "serious" and contributes
to "substantial disruption."
It does not require the school
to make the judgement, nor
does it spell out what is serious or substantially disruptive.
Withdrawal or denial of federal aid could be used as a
threat to prevent participation
in demonstrations or as punishment for involvement. The
vagueness of the provision could
cause a student to not know
until it is too late whether his
school intends to use its descretionary power, and what it
will consider serious and disruptive.
An earlier House proposal
would have required automatic
cut-off of aid if a student was
convicted of any crime involving
the use of force, trespass, or
seizure of property to prevent
officials or students from pursuing their duties or studies.
Now that a crime would have to
be judged serious or substantially disruptive by the school
before assistance can be stopped.
Programs affected by the bill
are the 1958 National Defense
Education Act, the Educational
Opportunity Grant program,the
Student Loan Insurance program and the workstudy program under the 1965 Higher
_Education Act, and fellowship
programs under both acts.
Those advocating denial argued that taxpayers should not
finance illegal activity on the
campus.
Unless the compromise bill
is adopted without debate, it is
likely all the arguments will
be raised again when the measure comes up for final vote.

-

GREGORY
Dick Gregory will speak at Oakland at 10:00 a.m., Friday
October 4. The lecture will be in the Sports and Recreation
Building. Tickets are now available for 75c in the Activities
Center.
Tickets will also be sold at the door for $1.00.

WILSON'S
DAVID, DELLA ROSA
& BROOKS
9 p.m.-1 a.m.
SATURDAY
Oct. 12
IN CONCERT
SPORTS and

VANDENBERG
CAFETERIA

RECREATION BLDG.

KNIGHT OF NIGHTS
black tie optional

FRIDAY
Oct. 11
8:30 p.m.

CONCERT
DANCE

2 50 Public
1.50 Student
5.00 Per Couple

TICKETS AVAILABLE OCT. 2

WEEKEND
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Grape Boycott Continues

ASSD PRESENTS

2nd ANNUAL HAYRIDES
8:00 P.M. SAT., SEPT. 28
LIVE BAND, DOOR PRIZES

LOS ANGELES (LNS -SCN)--U nit e d Farm
Workers, which represents the grape workers,
has entered the most decisive stage in its strategy
against the California grape growers; picketing
of Gelson Markets began August 28.
"In the vineyards where the grapes of wrath
are stored, the poorest of the poor have begun
an epic struggle against the masters of the land",
says a leaflet sent out by UFW. Tired of the
oppression of the grape growers, the grape
pickers of Delano, California have been organizing
for the past three years. As enumerated by
Gwen Dennis, assistant to the Peace and Freedom
Grape Boycott Coordinator, the farm workers
demand:
1) that their children be allowed to get off
the fields and go to school and have a say in
determining their own lives. As it now stands,
most children are working in the fields to earn
enough money to support the family. Since
the California workers went on strike, the grape
growers have been employing for the most part
Mexican nationals as strike breakers; so much
so that by now 85% of grape pickers are scabs
and only 15% are legal workers. These 15%
continue to work simply because if they don't,
they may starve their families.
2) that sanitation and health laws concerning
living and working conditions be enforced. Proper

housing is unheard of. Usually there is one
shack per family of over 5 persons.
3) a reduction in working hours. Workers,
including children, work from ten to twelve
hours per day.
4) increase in wages. At the present time
workers who do not stay in the fields overnight
get paid $1.40/hour, and those who do stay get
paid $1.30/hour. Deducting the money for social
security and rent, the first group gets paid
$74/week, and the second group $62/week.
5) Finally, and most importantly, the farm
workers seek the right to form a union to represent and protect them. By forming a union,
they protect their rights: get the kids off the
fields and send them to school, stop illegal
employment of scabs, have toilets built in the
fields and enforce other provisions of the sanitation laws, reduce working hours and increase
the wages.
Having failed to reach a settlement through
negotiation, resently workers began their strike
and picketing in Coachella Valley. But because
of imminent danger to the lives of strikers,
UFW withdrew. Thus the focus of farm workers
tactics was shifted from the fields to the cities-in the form of organized boycott of all stores
selling California grapes.

CONTINUOUS HAYRIDE

MEN ONLY

TICKETS ON SALE MON. SEPT. 23 in OC

(The Only Item In Our
Store For Men Only)

the Aramis Master Plan

12 NORTH SAGINAW
IN DOWNTOWN PONTIAC

MATINEES DAILY
Open 11:45 A.M.

a n FOAM gives razor
A
glideF AM
.
1S
i t r, SHAVING
dsilicones SPECIAL
lanolin
SHAVING FORMULA works without water
for a non-irritating shave — a perfect "secondShave." PRE-ELECTRIC sets up beard, eliminates
perspiration.

Show Starts 1 2 00 Noon

7 SHAVING FOAM 2.50

1

%

Continuous-334-4436

YOU MUST BE 18 — PROOF IS REQUIRED

Ci SPECIAL SHAVING FORMULA 3.5C

0 PRE-ELECTRIC LOTION 3.75

"They Couldn't Wait for the Sun To Go Down"

A WILD-LIFE ADVENTURE
"S-X FAMILY ROBINSON"

AFTER SHAVE LOTION closes pores with
ragranceAFTER SHAVE CREAM
brisk fragrancee
insures speedy recovery with healers.
e.
.
hM
ekUL
AStleOnN
Sootheedry skin withAFTER SHIAVEitE
or
h healthyoutdoor
Achieve that
Normal,
Fair,
a-2
a-1
GEL—
keyed BRONZING
B
a-3 Ruddy.

0
4
"
1
6

STRICTLY ADULTS ONLY!

$14,

C AFTER SHAVE LOTION 5.00
E-2, AFTER SHAVE CREAM 3.75
T: AFTER SHAVE EMULSION 3.75
BRONZING GEL 500
Ea-3
aj
- a-1
Da-2

1

Plus 2nd Adult Hit
0 HAIR WASH 3.50

"STRANGE COMPULSION"

Medicated HAIR WASH (Heavy Duty
Shampoo)or SHAMPOO-ON-A-ROPE will
put your hair in top shape. Keep things
under control with HAIR STAY or for fine hair—
ALL-WEATHER HAIR GEL. HAIR GROOM SPRAY
holds naturally without lacquer. Medicated DOUBLE ACTION TONIC prevents dandruff and dryness.

t.

L 4

..

',.1_; ALL-WEATHER HAIR GEL 2.75
L] HAIR GROOM SPRAY 3.50

Aramis-scented SOAP leaves an invisible
glove on skin that repels dirt. FRICTION
BODY LOTION has a lively hot 'n cold
sauna ac,,on. Icy COOL SPRAY TALC absorbs
excess moisture Take security precautions with
DEODORANT ROLL-ON, anti-perspirant DEODORANT SPRAY or DEODORANT STICK

FRICTION BODY LOTION 3.75

7 COOL SPRAY TALC 3.75
,-:, DEODORANT ROLL-ON 2.50
:-; DEODORANTS
Li STICK 2.50 / 2 SPRAY 2.50
SOAP 2.50

(:) BOX OF 3's 6.50

IIIS

r

For buoyant. oriental-flavoured Aramis
fragrance. try a refreshing splash of COLOGNE or new SPRAY COLOGNE. The
more subtle touch is SPRAY SHOWER OIL—essence of Aramis in a rich emollient that comes to

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

E COLOGNE 7.50

[-_- SPRAY COLOGNE 7.50
El SPRAY SHOWER OIL 7.50

the aid of dry skin.

Introductory Offer
Free Dictionary
•

with any 55.00 outgoing cleaning order

oirt
dror
Awl/
•- 'tor
•
Man
••••
1NO

FREE Sewing Kits for All Students

NiNnie

Mon-Fri. 8-6
Sat. 10-3

7 HAIR STAY 2.50

0 DOUBLE ACTION TONIC 3.75

ilk

M.G.M.
CLEANERS

[2 SHAMPOO-ON-A-ROPE 5.00

1

this coupon at our Rochester Store
and receive with our compliments a free
Aromis gift for you.

, Present

A
Bonus
for
You.

Aramis has a sample of
After Shave Emulsion for you. End irritating
shaves forever with this special non-greasy
formula lotion that takes the sting out of
Shaving. Just present this card at the Aramis
Counter today.

PONTIAC
Telegraph at Huron
Doily 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Mon., Thurs. and Fri. 'til 9 P.M.

ROCHESTER
303 Main Street
Daily 9 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
Fridays 'til 9 P.M.
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Grass: Eventual Acceptance
The Marijuana Papers
Edited by David Solomon
Signet (NAL)
The Book of Grass
Edited by George Andrews
Evergreen Black Cat
Both Books
Bookstore

Available in OLT

By DAVIS CATTON
A few Sundays ago, The Detroit Free Press
ran a feature article alerting parents to the
problem of pot smoking by affluent suburban
youth. The article warned parents that they
were not going to be able to meet the problem
by ignoring it or hiding behind a screen of
false information. The best approach, said the
Free Press, was for the parents to learn the
facts about the dangers of marijuana and pass
this information on to their kids in the most
forthright terms. So far so good, but then the
article warned parents, with an absolutely straight
face, that two of the major dangers of grass
are, 1) "loss of appetite" and 2)"acute anxiety".
A real mind-blower, as the saying goes.
Fortunately, an antidote to such nonsense
exists. Two of the better books among the recent
spate of works on psychedelics, The Marijuana
Papers and The Book of Grass. Both anthologies
are rather strange brews, containing everything
from Vedic poems to recent scientific papers,
but the juxtaposition of unlikely elements can be

discount records inc.
137 W. Maple Rd.
Birmingham

The Most Complete Record Shop
In Michigan
Folk, Jazz, Classics, Spoken
Imported, Underground
Thousands of L.P.'s To Choose From
BRING THIS AD AND SAVE
33 1/3% OFF LIST PRICE
REG.

5.79

4.79

NOW

3.80 per. C.P.

3.19 per. C.P.

helpful in adding to one's understanding of the
Marijuana Problem (or the Free Press Problem
if you prefer).
Seeking comprehensiveness, the editors of
Grass have chosen to reprint short sections
from a great number of sources, and consequently
the book is overdone. For example, they include
three or four Middle Eastern folktales about
hashish; these will be of interest to devotees
of Middle Eastern folIctales, but add very little
to one's understanding of the drug.
David Solomon, editor of Marijuana Papers,
has fewer entries in his anthology, but manages
to cover as much ground .as Grass without
annoying duplication.
Both books can be described as pro grass.
They give one a new slant on the marijuana
problem, especially its (the problem) origin with
a small group of fanatics in the government. Unfortunately, neither book contains much in the
way of sociology to explain this, and both are
more interested in scientific and aesthetic descriptions of grass.
Books like these will probably play a part
in the eventual acceptance of marijuana, but a
far larger part will be played by the millions
of current underground pot smokers. If the future
leaders of our nation (now attending college)
ever become the actual leaders,then one assumes
they will eventually legalize their favorite undergraduate pastime. Such a prospect is strangely
unexciting. By the time it happens, legalization
may just be another victory for middle-class
conformity.

The Procol Harem
By DAVIS CATTON
The Procol Harum's new album suffers from schizophrenia. Side One, with one
small exception, is superb; Side
Two, again with an exception,
is awful.
First the good news: The songs
on Side One all display the
amazing versitility of the
Procol Harum's music. Their
guitar, electric bass, and drums
give them a loud, heavy sound
which can be tempered and mixed at will with the softness
and delicacy of their organ and
piano. Here the lyrics are set
against lushly textured
melodies which provide a refuge
for the listener, a refuge from
the chilling despair and meaninglessness of the words.
The meaninglessness is not
the result of ineptness, but quite
These songs are
intentional.
supposed to be nonsense songs;

their only point is that they have
no point. Keith Reid, the groups
lyricist, is masterful at creating songs in which the words
flow along, each seeming to
be in its proper place, yet
each contributing nothing towards any ultimate theme or
meaning. This kind of writing
takes more skill than is at first
apparent. The writer must
make the words seem to mean
something, must never let it
be seen that they are really
there only to fill up space and
provide syllables for the singer
to sing.
Each song, then, gets its unity
and coherence from the music,
not the words. The words resolutely insist that they have
no coherence to offer and that
if we seek it we must seek
it in the patterns of the music.
All the Procol Harum's best
songs are essentially an ex-

pansion of the Doors' line,
"Music is your only friend?
Dance on fire as it intends."
But Side Two also has an
example of the P.H. at their
The culprit is an inworst.
trigingly titled song, "In Held
Twas in I." Regretably it is
17 minutes long and takes up
almost all of the second side.
Unlike the others, this is a
song which tries to Tell Us
The Meaning Of
Something.
Life, for example. It includes
a selection of mock-circus
music (an idea which every pop
group in the Western Hemisphere must have had at one time
or another) and ends with soaring organ chords backed up by
what sounds like the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir.
But I don't want to end negatively. The songs on the first
side of this album are good.
They alone make this one of the
best albums I have heard in
recent months. It is well worth
having.

GOOD SEPT. 27- OCT. 5

Open Daily Till 6 P.M.
647-8377

Thum-Fri. Till 9 P.M.

MASS SCHEDULE
Sunday 10:30 a.m.; Daily: Monday 7 p.m.; Tuesday 3 p.m.; Wednesday 8 a.m.;
Thursday 7 p.m. (Folk Mass); and Friday 12:00 noon.

CONFESSIONS
Sunday 10 a.m., Thursday 6:30 p.m. and Upon Request

Short Course I "Birth Control and the Church
3-week course, beginning Oct. 1
Short Course II -begins Oct. 29.
'Fundamentals of the Christian Faith'
8-week course, beginning Oct. 22.
Institute for Continuing Education
8-week course, beginning Oct. 9
"The Letters to All Christians'(Non-Pauline Epistles)
and The Book of the Apocalypse (Revelation)
Short Film Series: Shown Sundays after Mass
Oct. 28 "Unswerving Arrow - Dec. 8 Happy Birthday, Felisa'

ST. JOHN FISHER CHAPEL
3665 E. Walton Blvd.

Rochester, Michigan 48063

Serving Oakland University
338-4211 Extension 2040 or 334-6457

Art Film Series:
Shown on Mondays, 8 p.m.
Sept. 30 "Juliet of the Spirits"
Oct. 21 "Tom Jones"
Nov. 25 "World of Apu"
Jan. 20 "Through a Glass Darkly"
Feb. 17 ''Winter Light"
Mar. 17 "The Silence"
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Lead Guitar as Anti-Hero
By Martin Wolf
I am reviewing this week courtesy of Discount
Records, Birmingham, who loaned me the records.
(I liked the Jeff Beck album so much I bought it.)
In recent years a certain kind of cult has
grown up around the lead guitar player. He is a
modern anti-hero, a Jesse James,or John Wesley
Harding. Usually he is a totally anti-social type,
a heavy drug user, unconventionally dressed,
and playing new music. But he carries a huge
The moment Clapton,
amount of charisma.
Bloomfield, or Hendrix, etc. walks on stage,
something happens. Formerly this role was the
sole property of the lead singer, with the notable
exception of the Beatles, it was associated with
people such as Presley, Dylan, or Jagger. While
the role of the vocalist has not dimished, the
guitar player has stepped out of the background.
This is due in part to the move toward "Heavy"
music, with the drums and guitar given equal
The guitar is no longer a back-up
amplitude.
instrument. The rock heroes of today are
frequently guitar players, and in some instances,
drummers, (Dinelli, Baker, Ringo).
Jeff Beck is one of the finest of these guitar
players. His guitar 'is never merely there, it
sings, it wails, it whines, and it snarls. It is
mean, and dirty, one of the harshest sounds ever
amplified. Beck, as has Clapton, has gone a long
way since he left the yardbirds. One need only
listen to the opening cut, "Shapes of Things",
a tune first done by the Yardbirds, to see how
he has grown. He, like many of his contemporaries, is now playing old songs, in the rock
idiom. They do a very fine version of "Old

Man River" with Beck doing a very unusual
thing. He plays lead on bass. To my knowledge
this is the first time it has been done. His
vocalist, Rod Steward, almost steals the album
from him. Steward has one of the finest "Black"
sounding voices I have ever heard. His work
on "You Shook Me" is great, it is a heavy, heavy
But most of the album is Beck. He
song.
wrote or arranged most of the material, including
"Bolero", a beautiful, classically influenced,
piece. Anyway, I listened to the album five times
the day I got it.
I also listened to the Moody Blues new album,
In Search of the Lost Chord," I don't think
they found it, for something seems to be missing.
The same goes for John Mayall's new album,
"Barewires." I can't say I was impressed.
A few years ago Mayall did some very nice
work with traditional electrified blues, Chicago
style. He also had Eric Clapton. But he, as
have many rock muOcians, expanded into a
media he cannot fully control. It is a very
One side, the featured one,
personal work.
is called a rock suite. I find it boring. As
with so many artists, he attempts to find song
in his personal vision. But he never transcends
this vision, and makes it art.
Like many
artists, he deals very well with existing forms,
but fails in creating valid ones of his own. He
asks that you assume his hang-ups to understand
the album, and somehow, I believe that a composition should be able to get along without me.
Although parts of the album are well done, the
conception is faulty, and the suite comes through
only as fragments.

MATTHEW'S CUSTOM TAILORING
MEN'S WEAR

oway

FORMAL RENTAL FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Midwest 4-1777

288 E. MAPLE
— -•
ft7a

Observer Sponsors
Literary Supplement

Hamlet at Hillberry-----

The Observer is now
accepting poetry, prose, drawings, photos etc. for the upcoming arts supplement. Because
of the demise of the campus'
literary magazine Contuse, the
Observer is moving to fill the
arMstic vacuum and hopes to
provide an outlet and audience
for creative students on
campus. The projected plans
for the supplement include a
four-page, monthly insert done
in half-tones.
All students,
ficulty and staff are encouraged
to submit material for publication. All manuscripts must be
typed with double spacing and
include your name, telephone
number and student number if
applicable. Address all manuscripts to Norman Harper c/o
The Observer.

The Hillberry Theatre's sixth and biggest season--eight productions and eight months--will start with limited runs of
two of last season's most successful productions, "Hamlet,"
and "A Flea in Her Ear."
Shakespeare's tragedy reopens with a Wednesday matinee Oct.
2 and continues Friday and Saturday, October 4 Si Sat 8:30 and the
following Wednesday at 2:30.
"A Flea in Her Ear", the French farce by Georges Feydeau,
starts up again the weekend of Oct. 11 & 12, with 8:30 performances both Friday and Saturday.
The new season officially begins With the addition of the
first new production,' Labiche"and Marc-Michel's nineteenth
century musical farce, "An Italian Straw Hat." It will be
performed for sponsors at the President's Preview on Saturday
Nov. 9, with its official public opening Wednesday Nov. 13.
With the addition of these new plays, the weekly runs will be
extended to five performanes--Wednesday through Saturday at
8:30 and Wednesday at 2:30.
The four other new productions are Shakespeares' "Julius
Caesar," Brecht's "The Good. Woman of Setzuan," G.B. Shaws
"Major Barbara" and Durrenmatt's "The Visit".
Complete schedule and ticket information is available from
the Hillberry Theatre Box Office at 833-5151.

LEARN TO FLY
MONARCH

A VIAVATION INC

BIRMINGHAM, MICHIGAN

"Kubrick provides the viewer
with the closest equivalent to
psychedelic experience this side
of hallucinogens!"-T,Z;05irte"A fantastic movie about man's
future! An unprecedented psychedelic roller coaster of an experience!"-V:901"Kubrick's'2001'
is the ultimate trip!"-=:0,0rn Science

We lassoed Hawaii and moved it to Birmingham.
Not all of it, just exciting things like swimwear,
resortwear, sportswear, accessories, perfumes,
unusual gifts and Polynesian decor, in fact, everything nice from Paradise.

INQUIRE ABOUT
OUR CLUB 8
FINANCING PLANS

OAKLAND
PONTIAC AIRPORT

MGM PRESENTS A STANLEY KUBRICK PRODUCTION

674-3058

Call 642-9222

2001

a space odyssey

q.a OastJAine

SUPER PANAVISION

For
Gourmet Cookware

CINERAM A

e
METROCOLOR

MATINEES AT 2:00 P.M. WED., SAT., SUN.
EVENINGS AT 100 — SUNDAY AT 7:30 P.M.

210 SO. wOODWARD
BIRMINGHAM, MICHIGAN
Air

189 S. Woodward...a few steps North of the
Birmingham Theater

A TRANS-BEACON THEATRE
COASTT0 m
WAST it
um

Sox Office Open Doily Noon to 1 P.M.
14114 Petlue, All.. S..10
WASHINGTON

BLVD.

WO.
AT

7

I •3 SO
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White Insensitivity Causes Racial Tensions

CPS, WASHINGTON-- On the
basis of information gathered
about riots and other disturbances in America last spring,
Brandeis University's Lembert Center for the Study of
V i o le nce has predicted that
schools everywhere "will become the sites of racial vio-

lence. when they open this fall.
A recently released issue of
the Center's Riot Data Review,
which compiled statistics on all
recorded instances of disorder
and violence during the first
four months of 1968, classifies 44 per cent of all those distrubances as "school involved.
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MEN'S WEAR, Inc.
THE ONLY COMPLETE MENS SPECIALTY SHOP
IN THE ROCHESTER AREA.
FEATURING
North Hill Plaza, Rochester
Apparel of Distinction for Men and Young Men
SLACKS
FARAH
HIS
JA YMAR

SWEATERS
BERNARD ALTMAN
REVERE
DAMON

SPORTCOAT
STANLEY BLACKER
PHOENIX
TIMELY

INDIAN SUMMER DAYS
FRIDAY, Sept. 27

Canoe Races - 2:00 p.m.
Hayride and Dance - 8:30 p.m.
Village Livery, Antique Village

Bonfire -

A large number of the racial
distrubances occurred in high
schools as well as colleges, according to the study. By far
the largest number occured
during the first week in April,
in the days following the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. (The total number of disorders in April exceeded that for all of 1967.
The Lombert Center attributes only seven per cent of
the instances directly to the
assassination, however, and
warns that there is danger in
thinking that all 'Incidents of
violence would have beenaverted had the murder not taken
place.

The number of school disorders was already escalating
sharply in the early months of
1968, the report says; that trend'
was only accelerated by the
assassination and the feelings
it caused in young people. The
capacity for violence was present and important anyway.
The largest proportion of
"school disorders" were only
indirectly related to Dr. King's
death, the researchers say.
More directly related was
students' reaction to insensitivity on the part of school
officials." Suchinsensitivity
was already resented by students in many schools. The proverbial "last straw" in this
case was some administrators'
reactions to the assassinatino:
as, for example when the principal of Denver Annunciation
High School refused to lowei
the school's flag in honor of
Dr. King, and when many schools would not cancel classes
the day of his funeral

On the basis of this year':
and earlier research, the Center denied that violence in the
schools was only a temporary
reaction to such violence in the
reaction to such violent and
Inflammatory events ad Dr.
King's assassination.

Although it may be possible
to prevent such tragedies as the
King assassination, it is not
possible to prevent all the random events that may trigger
nd violence.
.
racial unrest a
Every American city, the report asserts, has a level of
tension sufficiently high to make
it "like dry timber" that only
needs a spark to ignite it.
That tension level, says the
Brandeis researchers, is kept
high by the "intensity of hostility toward blacks in our country." Until this hatred can be
defeated--by implementing the
recommendation of the Kerner Commission report, among

other things -- the timber will
remain dry.

The effect of this hospitality on
last spring's disorders is evident in the Data Review statistics and imformation. The responses to Dr. King's assassination varied in kind and in
intensity from community to
community. The differences can
be accounted for in the interaction between blacks and whites in
the community--the way whites
responded to the murder and
the way blacks perceived those
responses. Of paramount general importance, as in the schlois was the appropriateness or
inappropriateness of the r esponses of white authorities.
If that sequence of reactions
is indeed accurate, the burden
for keeping peace between the
races lies with the white community -- especially with officials and school administrators -- in the coming months.
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AMPUS PAC
IS HERE
MONDAY MORNING - FIRST
COME FIRST SERVE - LIMIT,
ONE PER STUDENT

UNIVERSITY
BOOK CENTER

Oakland University

Ski Hill
SATURDAY, Sept. 28

Tug of War - 2:00 p.m.
Computer Dance 1300 p.m,
GOLD ROOM OAKLAND CENTER

***

OPEN NIGHTS
Monday - Thursday
WE ALSO SELL BOOKS!

PONTIAC ANNOUNCES THE GREAT BREAK AWAY!
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This is the year to say good-bye to humdrum driving!
'69 Wide-Track Pontiac Grand Prix.

If you've never driven a car like this before, that's because
there's never been a car like this Pontiac Grand Prix before.
So new, it's got its own 118" wheelbase. So new. it's got its
own aircraft-type interior. A new steering ‘‘ heel with a
"soft" material rim. With a Wide-Track on big tires. With
a new hidden radio antenna we're daring everybody to find.

Or maybe you'd like to break as ay \s ill) a brand-new
Firebird. With typical Wide-Track handling and a range of
available V-8 choices that'll make your head spin (including
the fabulous 400 Ram Air option). Brand-ne\% styling. too.
Lean, clean, ready looks. Plus 13 exciting new colors . . .
new anti-theft ignition. steering and transmission lock..

There's also The Great One. Our GTO. the one that started
it all. Complete with baseball-bat-proof bumper. fully
padded instrument panel. distinctive Redline tires, along
with specially designed suspension. Plus an assortment of
V-8's that'll make your break from dull driving just about
as pleasing as any you've ever made.

And don't forget our luxurious Bonneville. With a standard.
360-hp, 428-cubic-inch V-8, a long, long 125" wheelbase, a
new upper-level ventilation system, color-keyed energy
absorbing bumper at both front and rear.
plus the kind of interiors you'd like to install
at home. Bonneville. Who needs more?

GM

WRI10.11.1
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P.,ntiac Motor

GTO's, LE MANS, CUSTOM s, TEMPESTS,AND FIREBIRDS ARE AT YOUR AUTHORIZED PONTIAC DEALER'S NOW.
THE NEW -1969 GRAND PRIXS, BONNEVILLES, BROUGHAMS, EXECUTIVES, CATAL1NAS,

OKI
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By David Black
Is Oakland University the
"exciting community of learning" the Adfninistration still
persists in calling it, or is it
just another of the "conduits
for corporation interests" that
this semester's first Observer
editorial maintained most colleges in America are becoming?
What is the purpose of education: to learn for learning's
sake or to learn with the goal
of getting a good job and thereby finding appropriate niche in
American society?

Editorial
While it may prove impossible to answer these questions
conclusively, some valuable insights into the nature of the
modern university can be found
by studying the concept of college placement.
What, then, is college placement?
A film (narrated by NBC's
Chet Huntley) show by Oakland's own Placement Office
states:
"In the past 10 years the
business and academic communities have greatly increased
their own interests in this respect (that of manpower recruitment for industry). The
result is an organized and systematic program to provide students with the information anc'
opportunities needed to make a
sound career decision. This
combined effort has come to be
known as college placement."
PLACEMENT DEFINED
Thus college placement can
be defined as a combined effort
by business and educational executives to counsel students in
making career judgements.
Well, you should now ask,
what's wrong with that?
The answer, of course, that
nothing is wrong with college
placement, if it doesn't detract
from or in any way negate the
free and open learning and
growing experience that attending college should be.
The question now becomes:

can a student have a meaningful
learning experience if one
major function of the university
is make sure that the trained
graduate will "fit in" to society
as an economically productive
member. The Principles and
Practices of College Recruiting--a set of standards
thoroughly adhered to by the
Oakland Placement Office-states: "It is in the best interests of students, colleges,
and employers alike that the
selection of employment opportunities leading to careers
be made with an understanding
of all the relevant facts and in
an atmosphere which is conductive to objective thought."
Why? So that the student will
be happy? Well, not exactly.
The text continues: "The
selected position should provide
the student with the optimum
long-term utilization of his talents consistent with his personal satisfaction and his obligation to his employer and society
waste of manpower through
thereby minimizing the economic by studying the concept
of college placement.
So now we find out the truth:
The purpose of college placement is to minimize the economic waste of corporations...
Yet who pays for the College
Placement "service"? Certainly not the corporations
whose economic waste is to be
minimized. Even in 1968--the
year of Oakland's worst "budget
crisis"--the Placement Office
will draw off $46,521.00 in operating expenses.
While this most certainly is
a waste of valuable resources,
the real undermining of education is much more subtle.
Again from the Placement
Office film: "Yesterday they
were still in colleges and universities...Happily they attended classes, gladly they attended lectures and prepared
for examinations. One question
was always before them: Where
do I go from here?"
If the student really has only
one eye on this textbook and
the other (blinded by dollar
signs?) looking out for a future
career, he won't be able to take
full advantage of the learning
experience around him; the idea
of the university being a "community of learning" becomes at
best a put-on, and at worst
at poor attempt at "sick" humor.
CONTRADICTIONS
What we have, then, is a
fundamental contradiction: the
University catalogue claims
that "students should be broadly
educated, whatever their choice
of profession; that curriculum
should emphasize quality and
depth of study, that instruction
In specific disciplines should
focus primarily on principles

Few careers are more
rewarding than with CIA
Maybe you've never thought about it. Maybe
you've been majoring in International Relations.
Economics,Science, Lawn,almost anything else.
It doesn't matter. CIA with its myriad interests needs skills of every kind. Men who will keep
their fingers on the pulse of thing. Who will
collect, digest, collate and interpret the mountain of intelligence information from around the
globe which the policy ma kers must have to make
their decisions.
Not only is the work fascinating and ever
changing. hut it makes a vital contribution to
the nation's aecurity. Few jobs on earth offer you
a more personal sense of satisfaction.
CIA has its own career training program
which will provide you with a valuable found.
tion turn professional career in intelligence. Each
year highly qualified college graduates are enrolled Out of it come many of CIA's future
leaders and managers.
Applications will he accepted from graduates
with degrees in.
Atssionttrig
Computer Science
Etiology
Earth Sciences
Economics
Rosiness
Electrical EnsineerIng
Chemistry

Finance
Foreign Language and
Area Studios
Geography
History
International
Relations
Law
Library Science
Mathematic,

Medicine
Photogrammetry
Physics
Police Science
Politic-of Science
Psychology
Public
Administration
Sociology
Space 11-chnology

and basic ideas, rather than on
transitory applications or techniques..." At the same time,
a booklet printed (at University
expense) by the Placement office encourages students to plan
ahead and "evaluate post-graduate opportunities in respect
to undergraduate course work."
In other words, while the goal
of the University is to make
sure all students get a broad,
well-rounded education, it is
the goal of the placement office
to have students plan their
course work to fit in with possible future employment opportunities. Thus the student
is (or at least should be) confused: is Oakland putting primary emphasis on education or
on career orientation? It should
be clear that it can't do both.
The Placement Office (in its
letter to all seniors) notes:
"Liberal Arts majors often
have difficulty in relating their
subjects to specific employment
opportunities." (Just think how
economically wasteful this must
be...! But there is still hope
for those without technical
training. Some still want YOU:
the government--the Placement
Office points out--is the single
largest employer of liberal arts
majors.
NEGATES EDUCATION
While the above mentioned
purposes and practices of the
Placement Office tend to contradict and detract from the
educational process, there are
other facets of the operations
of this office that openly negate the standard and prinicples
of higher education.
While the goals of education
are to create free and intelligent individuals who are capable of thinking for themselves,
the printed materials found in
the OU Placement "library"
make it clear that if one wants
to get a good job he must be
a good "team player" and value
the wishes of the company over
personal feelings. In a Placement pamphlet written by a
vice-president of the National
Reserve Board, we find, "In
looking over the field, I have
come to believe that is is usually easier for you to modify your
needs than it is for the company to change its requirements." As a guide for interpersonal relations this same
author recommends, "I can
merely say that you should have
within you a little bit of the
old-fashioned trait of respecting your elders." Thus while
the University tries to make
you into a forward thinking
individual, the Placement Office stresses the need for conformity and for not "rocking
the boat."
DRESS IMPORTANT
Another pamphlet (this time
prepared by the New York Life
Insurance Co.) in the Placement library deals with job
interviews. Never once
mentioning the importance of
getting a good education, this
pamphlet concludes that "the
employment interview is one of
the most important events in
the average person's life."
Assuming the validity of this
statement, the pamphlet goes
on to give a detailed account
of how recruiters expect students to look and act. Here,
too, there is little mention of
the importance of learning and
knowledge. Instead, "The essentials of neatness and cleanliness scarcely need to be mentioned.
It might be well to
note, however, that a girl should
use cosmetics conservatively
and that she should have a neat
hair style. A man should pay
careful attention to details such
as his hair and fingernails."
And, of course, dress is also
of the utmost importance.

"Clothes. Your own good taste
is your best guide. Simply
remember that you are looking
for a job--not going to a party-A girl should wear conservative clothes--not dowdy ones,
certainly, but those most appropriate to the occasion. She
should be careful that her accessories are in quiet good
taste, in keeping with her costume..A young man should also
dress conservatively and,
ordinarily, in a suit. His accessories should complement
his suit--not contrast with it...
Sport shoes are not proper for
a job interview. Of course
your shoes should be well
shined. If you have a habit
of crossing your legs, take a
look at the soles--a job interview is an embarrassing moment to discover a hole in your
footwear."
This is all well and good:
everyone knows that the
student—after four years of
education—doesn't know enough
to wash his face and shine his
shoes; but why should the Placement Office be so insulting as
to carry preparedness to its
absurd extreme: "Bring a
pencil with you and a pen that
writes neatly, full of ink.
Beware of the pen whose cartridge or ink supply may run
out unexpectedly." And, "If
you use after-shave lotion,
wash your hands afterward so
that the scent will not transfer
to the recruiter's hands. And,
since many interviewing rooms
are small and stuffy, such
lotions should be used sparingly."

Illustration taken from
Placement Office Booklet.
FREE SPEECH
While any university prides
itself as a place where "free
speech is openly encouraged,
the Placement Office warns that
"radical ideas" are a negative
factor that will frequently lead
to the rejection of an applicant.
(The New York Life pamphlet
also warns that spending too
much time at the movies will
also likely be grounds for refusing an applicant emIn this context
ployment!?)
the student is warned that the
recruiter may try to trap him:
"He may steer the conversation into politics or economics.
This can be a ticklish situation.
Hardly any recruiter will ask
which political party you prefer.
Rather, he is likely to try to
sound out your overall economic
philosophy. Differences of
opinion are a part of our
heritage and freedom. But the

job interview is no place for
a political speech. Be honest,
of course, in what you say,
and don't be evasive. However,
at least in this one instance,
try not to say more than is
necessary to answer the recruiter's broad line of questioning. If you can agree in general
with him, fine. If you stray
off into talking about your pet
enthusiasms you may have
yourself in the particular."
In other words, if your aren't
lucky enough to be a political
conservative, the least you can
do is learn to keep your mouth
shut.
Finally while the University
claims to teach the individual
to think for himself, the Placement Office recommends the
student let the recruiter do his
thinking for him. "Take your
cues from him at the start.
If he moves to shake hands,
do so--but not unless he makes
the first gesture. Wait until
he offers you a chair before
you sit down, unless, in a very
small room, he remains seated
or sits down immediately."
Well, Monkey see, Monkey do...
MILITARY SERVICE
If one accepts all the above
advice of the Placement Office,
then the problem of one's
"military obligation" is really
no problem at all. If what
business needs is conformed
"team players", then the best
place for the student to get
this training (really unlearn
all that he was supposed to
have learned at the university)
is in the military. An article
that can be found in the Placement Office ( entitled Your
Military Service...Stumbling
Block or Stepping Stone?)
sums this concept up best:
"This may come as a surprise
to you, but there is much evidence that a period of active
duty will actually improve your
job prospects. It provides an
opportunity for you to mature-to learn the value of teamwork.
to develop self-confidence,
discipline, and a spirit of
loyalty. All employers regard
these attributes highly. For
you, military service can be
either the most frustrating or
rewarding period of your young
life. Plan now to make the most
of it."
Mrs. Dorothy Hope, Director
of the Placement Office, admits
that the draft is probably the
one thing that senior males
consider most important, yet
she will only give her "impressions" of the chances of
getting one deferment or
another. But some of the
material in her office is not
so "amoral". The same article
referred to above states,"With
the global commitments of the
United States today, almost
every able-bodied student must
consider military service as a
basic question he must face,
not just something he can put
off until tomorrow. No mater
how you feel about world affairs,
this nation must remain
prepared to fulfill its commitments at home and abroad."
It does make sense: if you
accept the role of the university
as one of providing the raw
materials for big business,then
students must accept the fact
that they may have to give
their lives to protect these
interests on a distant battlefield. It further makes sense
that some of the Placement
Office's clientele are the Armed
Forces, Dow Chemical, and the
Central Intelligence Agency.
The principles and Practices
of College Recruiting states:
"The Placement function should
be an integral part of the educational system." Isn't it about
time that we considered the
contradication in that
statement?
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Dear Observer Editor:
In the September 20, issue
of the Oakland Observer you
indicated a "Student (?) Ultimatum (?) td Oakland Univerqty's Administration on the
iiIarz Committee on Public
Safety". It is our feeling that
this Ultimatum is grossly exaggerated in its claim to be
representative of 0. U. students in that it implies that
this Ultimatum has generated
from universal student support.
An Ultimatum as defined in
political terms implies the possession of political power to
carry out the Ultimatum. We
do not find O.U. students in
the same position as Austria
confronting Serbia on the eve
of World War I.
We feel that a number of
questions are in order: Who
is the motivating force behind
the Ultimatum? Why do these
people prefer to remain anonymous? Where do these people
hope to accumulate their power?
What is the real and ultimate
objective of this so-called Ultimutum? We suggest that an
Ultimutum of this nature will
never create a meaningful
change within the University
community, no matter how desirable that change may be.
Sincerely,
Ronald J. Ewalt
Kenneth R. Colton
Kenneth R. Meldum
ED. NOTE: The entire first
page of last week's observer
was a series of news articles
about OSCCR. The ultimatum
referred to above was OSCCR's
not that of The Observer or
the University.

Dear Observer,
The "new Observer"can only
be described as a turn for the
worse. This newspaper is for
the most part a collection of
garbage that turns the stomach
of the average Oakland students.
Aha!, you say, that is exactly
what we are trying to accomplish, to shock the establishment into realizing it is corrupt,
unjust, and insensitive to the
real problems of today. Indeed,
you make me realize that we
have many flaws; for presenting
the side of the issues that one
seldom hears, you are to be
commended. But don't go too
far.
Item: "The Bombing of the
North." Must we be subjected
to such shit as this report of
out merciless slaughter of the
People of North -fietnam while
we are presentea no testimony
to Viet Cong atrocities in the
South, such as the assasination of entire villages of South
Vietnamese just because they
wouldn't send their boys into
the Viet Cong army?
Item: " Survey on Marijuana." This so-called "objective" article failed to present any statement whatsoever
by any of the many government
and scientific researchers who
have found reasons for the present laws against marijuana.
Now, instead of patting yourselves on the back for being so
"objective" why don't you really present both arguments?
Item: article by Preston Schiller in the September 13 Observer concerning the Democratic
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National Convention in Chicago.
While none can deny that Chiago's police took matters way out
of hand, they are not to be
blamed exclusively. The hotel
management asked the demonstrators to leave, and the police also asked them to go
peacefully from the front of the
hotel. When they would not comply with these requests, the
police were instructed to use
force. The entire purpose of the
Yippie gathering was to attract
this kind of attention. It is
unfortunate that the many sincere peace demonstrators, the
ones who really have a cause
they believed in, were brutalized because of the minority
that sought to bring about violence by, as Schiller said,
taunting and challenging the
police. The Yippies, the ones
who live on handouts from the
establishment they are r ebelling against, are the real
"pigs", not the police. Yet
where is an article giving the
authorities' vers io n of the
events in Chicago?
I think this newspaper can
better serve the Oakland community by honest attemps at
objective and fair representation of the opinions of all students, and not by trying to
become another Berkly Barb.
I am sorry that too many students are so apathetic that they
don't seem to have any opinion on any important issues,
and I am sorry that so many
students are so apathetic that
they don't seem to have any
opinion on any important issues, and I am sorry that so
many of the students who believe in our present stucture of
society don't give enough of
a damn to answer its critics.
I hope that his letter will mo tivate students to offer constructive criticism for achange
and I hope it will inspire more
students who still believe that
our system isn't really all that
bad to come to its defense. Then
the Observer may become more
the public forum that it should
be, airing every side of issues.
Steve Jacob Valis "the
Jake"
P.S. Brovo, AnneV Chapman!
Note:
We at the Observer feel very
sorry for "The Establishment"
as they seem to be unable to
find any media in which they
can make their views known.
The Editors
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Sirs:
The true measure of liberty is the amount of freedom
one allows a person who disagrees with his own viewpoint.
If you are as liberal as you
claim to be, you will print
this, even though you probably
don't like what it says.
I am new on campus, a rookie. For the first time in my
life, I have been exposed to
many new ideas. Being openminded, I wished to try out
these new things. Including
drugs.
Last Friday, Sept. 20, in the
late afternoon, I took "The
Friendly Giant". For several
hours I enjoyed the feeling of
lightness, the distortion of time
and distance, and the other associated phenomena. I then began to experience a sense of
extreme paranoia. I imagined
that my best friend wanted to
kill me, and in order to escape him, I went walking around the campus. By this time
my fun had turned into a nightmare. I wanted to throw up,
but couldn't . I wanted to sleep,
but I couldn't sit still. Someone was playing the Doors in

a dorm, and I went walking toward the music, trying to find
it. Lights mashed together in a
senseless jumble. I keep walking back and forth over the
same spot, unable to deer ide
which direction to go. Everyone gave me strange looks, as
if they knew my secret. I wandred around, trying to walk
straight enough to avoid getting picked up by the police.
As I stumbled ( literally)
around in front of the OC,some
girl
wen by, uttering jibberish about smiles and umbrellas. I don't remember exactly
what happened then, except that
I nearly fell over. An older
student, briefcase in hand,
walked by and, for one brief
instant, as he face me, my
mind was clear. He looked at me
and said,"I don't know what it
is, but it only gets worse."
I started to think, I mean really
think, about what he said. It
made sense, it still does. It
suddenly hit me: what am I
doing, stumbling around, fucking up my body,
and God
knows doing what to my mind-and for what? For kicks. It
didn't make sense, I managed
to get through that night. I
promised myself I would never
go back to drugs again. And
I won't. I know it.
I don't expect my story to
change anyone's idea. I heard
the horror stories, too, and it
didn't stop me. But if I can
stop one kid from going through
the hell I went through, it was
worth it.
I don't need drugs now. I
realize I was just using them as
a crutch. I understand myself
better now, well enough so that
I can handly my problems without them. I owe it to that one
kid, that guy with the briefcase,
the one whose name Idon't even
know. I can't thank him, but
manbe he will read this and
recognize himself, and know
that he did some good.
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show
some wool
power!

ED, NOTE: It should be made
clear that the Observer has
never encouraged any one to
use the "Friendly Giant." In
fact, I must confess that I
don't e ye n know what the
"Friendly Giant" is.
D. Black
The Observer welcomes all letters and articles from the student body, faculty, and staff.
Letters must be in no later
that 12:00 Tuesday.
The editorial staff resures the
right to delete repetitions and
irrelevancies from the material
printed; we will not, however,do
anything to destry the basic
content of correspondence.
All letters must be signed
with a student's name and/or
student's number. Names will
be withheld upon request.

New Offering
in Jail
Oakland University, already
known as a pioneer in educational experiments with Charter College, New College, and
the independent study program,
is advancing into new educational areas. In addition to the
semester in Europe, semester
in Mexico, and semester in the
Orient, this fall Oakland will
offer a new semester in jail
program. To enter this program the student must have the
support of three acedemic departments. (For purposed of
this program the department of
Public Safety is not considered
an academic department.) Each
student desiring to participate
in this program is responsible
for his own arest and conviction.
Upon satisfactory completion of
the course requirements, The
student will be eligible for parole.

Puritan.Sark *20
Rugged way to fight cold weather. Fisherman's knit pullover with turtleneck. Authentic Irish hand knit pattern.100% virgin wool.
Guaranteed mothproof. Hand washable.
Great color choice. Sizes: S-M-L-XL.

...at the Men's Shop

Mitzefeld's
312 Main St.
Rochester
651-8171
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FOR RENT: In Rochester,room
and private bath for one girl.
$10.00 per week. 65-0693 weekdays after 5:30.
HISTORY CLUB MEETING
#:00 Monday, Sept. 30, Oakland
Center, Rooms 123-129. All
brainy and verbal people are invited.

RUN SOCCER
BY BILL ACHAIBERGER
Better things await the crosscountry team as the Pioneers
contend with the University of
Detroit on the latter's course.
As this newspaper goes to
print the team will have met
Olivet College Wednesday for a
dual meet with the Cornets.
Last year the Motor City's
Titan harriers were trounced at
OU. The Toledo Rockets, a new
opponant, pose a threat that
cannot be left unheeded. The
Jeeptown team is in the MidAmerican Conference (MAC),
a league that Western Michigan
dominates in cross-country.
Tomorrow's meet is at 11:00
a.m. at U of D.
Coach Henry Kennedy hopes
to avoid a repeat of last week's
misfortune at Spring Arbor. Although the loss could be at
tributed to other dificulties, Mr.
Kennedy felt his men should
show promise with the college
debut of the incoming freshmen.
Pre-season favorite Wheaton
College took meet honors by
placing four men in the topten column with a point total
of 30. The Illinois school placed thirty-third in the 1967 NCAA
meet. Spring Arbor was second
with 59 points. The Flying Dutchmen from Hope College managed third, with 61.
OU completed the field with
78. Bruggers(Hope), and Bisson
(Hope), both seniors, took first
and second places individually
with times of 21.36 and 22.18
respectively on the four-mile
course.
Out of twenth-eight runners,
this is how OU fared individually in the field.
(8) McCartan 22.43 ; (9) Dutton 22.44; (18) Anderson 24.
09; (20) Morrison 24;30: (23)
Petiprin 24;46; (24) Coffman
25:16; (25) Kellar 25:17; (28P)
Williams 27;16.

(1
)
JOHN

DAVIDSON
DAVIDSON
DAVIDSON
DAVIDSON
JOHN

8:30 Fri., Oct. 4

$5. 4, 3; U. of D. Marnorial

STUDENT RATES: (At U. of D.
Box Office, only, prior to day of
show. Show ID card.)Town & Gown
$4, 3, 1.50; Pop Concerts
('above)
$1 discount per ticket in groups
of
20 tickets or more. NON
prices under dates above -STUDENT
at J. L.
Hudson's, Grinnell's, U. of D. Performing Arts Box Office. 341-1838
or 342 1000, ext. 339

UNIVERSITY OF DETROIT
Performing Arts Center

TUTORING:
Translations Si
Conversation in French. Sorbonne graduate. Call 651-9224.

Last Saturday the bomb fell.
Oakland, a school with a good
soccer team was demolished
by Hope, a school with a better
soccer team. The final score
was 7-2.
The two bright spots were the
play of the five forwards and the
fact that we play Hope only once
a year. The front five, consisting of Bob Anson, Paul Neeson, Joop Doore, Francisco
Paulo and Baran Farahmand
worked well and produced two
goals, one by Anson and the
other by Neeson, "the Flying Scot."
The defense was weak because of poor players but of
confusion within the defense.
Coach Scovil switched to a 5-3-2
playing system late in the game
and it was fairly effective. Scovil hoped to utilize this format
against Calvin last Wednesday.
Tomorrow the team will play
Albion College in Albion at
10:30 a.m. Schoolcraft Community College will be our next
foes October 5 at 2:00 p.m.
at home.

I . M. Caters
To Women
BY MARY ANN CHORZEMPA
The Physical Education and
Atheletic programs offered for
women at Oakland are indeed
outstanding. Students and faculty are strongly encourged to
utilize the numerous recreational facilities and take advangate of the free instruction
offered.
Schedules listing times,
places and other information
available in the Activities office of the Sports and Recreation Building. Instruction is
given in the following sports;
badminton, basketball, fencing,
gymnastics, jogging, judo, senior life-saving,swimming,syncronized swimming, and tennis. Equipment for these sports
is also available for the student's use.
Girls interested in competitive swimming may contact
Corey Van Fleet in the pool
office Monday thru Friday after 3:30 . The only requirement
for joining the team is a sinc er e interest in swimming
and new membership is always encouraged.
Oaklands new basketball
coach, Mr. Eugen Boldon, is
quite enthusiastic abort starting new extramural sports
for women. He remarked that
the organization of both intramural and extramural basketball depends on student participation. Practices will take
place Thursday nights at 6:30
in the West Gym and at 2:10
on Tuesday and Thursday untill permanent teams can be
formed.
Oakland offers an excellent
opportunity to learn new skills,
Improve old ones,or simply enjoy the recreational activities
available for those interested
in taking advantage of the women's athletic programs,
everyting you need is at your
disposal.
For additional informationon
group activities for dorms or
commuters contact Mr. Lepley, Athletic Director at the
Sports and Recreation Building.

KAREN, CAROLYN and JUDY
say HIGH!
GUESS WHAT--The Tigers won
the pennant. The pigs are corning so watch out.

STROBE LIGHTS FOR SALE,
variable speed, connects to record player and keeps beat with
the music. $27.00 Call ext.
3065.
FEMALE ROOMMATE. Senior.
Furnished appt. Auburn Hills
Townhouse. $50.00/month.
File reply Student Activities
Center under K.

Help Wanted
HELP WANTED
MEN INTERESTED IN WORKING FULL OR PART TIME
for a lawn and snow removal
service. Work done in Bloomfield Hills.
Car nexessary.
Call 651-6526.
HELP WANTED: Girlpart time
cashier. Apply in person HenGretel Shoppe, Birmingham.
HELP WANTED: Young man
part time shoe salesman. Apply in person at Hansel and
etel Shoppe, Birmingham.

Personal
FOR SALE: 4 piece pool cue.
Contact Dave, ext. 3100.
BEWARE OTHER DORMS!
The BOMBERS Football team
is flying high.

JEREMY kicks soccer balls.
Watch him sometime.
LARRY causes all the clouds to
tingle.
VIC AND RON
bells.

miss Mike's

HAPPY BABY NEEDS A SISTER
so mother can spend more time
with three older boys. Any or
all days after school; some
weekends.
New room, bath,
T.V. in wood of Bloomfield.
15 minutes from O.U. Good
pay. Call 642-8555.
HELP WANTED: If you can
work 15 or more hours a week,
we can offer you an interesting
job in sales to fit your school
schedule. Investigate the opAPPLY
portunities today.
PERSONNEL OFFICE SECOND
FLOOR
10 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
MONTGOMERY WARDS' PONTIAC MALL. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY to Sharon
from Ron.

A LOVING MA LE COMPANION NEEDED for sensuous
blond female.

JEREMY, Keeping cats is complicated. You don't even need
vouchers for a RABBIT. You
can have one for your birthday
Love and
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UNIVERSITY
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Adorns Road
1 and 1/2 Milers-S. of Walton
Services 9:15 ea 11:00 a.m.
Rides: 651-8516
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PUPPIES --m xed IrishSetter
and German Shepherd, black and
white. Dial 338-2547 or ext.
2008.

TYPING DONE in my own home.
Reasonable rates. 332-6524.
JUST IN --all black buttons
suitable for pessimism, antiHumphrey, Black Power, Home
Rule, etc. See Spring, 124-A
Hamlin.

FOR SALE—SAAB, excellent
condition, very little rust, 40
MPG front wheel drive.$400.00
Call 644-7128.

G % G Auto Sales and Service
Center.
10% Discount for
students.
606 Main Street,
Rochester.
By appointment,
651-0300.

DEATON'S SUNOCO SERVICE,
804 N. Main Cr. Romeo Rd.,
Rochester, 651-9867.

Top 30 in 45's --top 200 albums--everything from the
underground. Music City,
Rochester.
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MEADOIVIROOK CHURCN
Meeting at Meadow Brook
Elementary School, Castlebar & Munster Rds., N. of
Crooks Rd. - Biblical
Studies - 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship Service 11
Rev. Bob Davis
Fa Transportation, Call 338-3406
One of !he reasons for our
existence is to serve the
students and faculty of
Oakland University
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ABIDING PRESENCE
LUTHERAN CHURCH
SERVICES:
8 & 10:30 Sunday Morning
7:30 Thursday R$811t

Transportation 6516550 or 651-6556
1550 W. Welton, Rochester
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